DEVxDAO Policies
This compendium of passed simple vote policies for the DxD provides an overview and guide to
operating the DxD under its existing precedent of policies. These policies are dynamically adapting to
DxD needs and are intended to provide a dynamic framework of DAO governance under the MVPR that
can be adopted by any future DAO.
#18 Simple Vote - Proposal #0
5/10/21
Decentralized governance is a key component for the evolution of decentralized systems.
Decentralized Autonomous Organizations depend on evolutionary decentralized governance. This
grant application proposes an architecture for the autonomous decentralized validation of
domain-specific reputation. The architecture of the proposed grant is largely based on the
following research paper: https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3125822 The
consequences of the proposed architecture and possible applications are described in this book:
https://www.amazon.com/Decentralization-Technologies-Organizational-Societal-Structure/dp/31
10673924/ref=asc_df_3110673924/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=475795130774&hv
pos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=13043132615294358872&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=t&hv
dvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9060252&hvtargid=pla-1186400936338&psc=1
#21 Simple Vote - DEVxDAO: a legally wrapped non-profit grant DAO.
5/10/21
This grant represents the nearly two years of work that went into the foundation of creating the
DEVxDAO concept. There were many persons in that time that contributed to the series of events
and work that led to completing the DEVxDAO. Including but not limited to: Ideation, technical
frameworks, legal frameworks, and the countless discoveries and discussions that have led to the
foundation of this non-fungible, reputation based grant DAO.
This grant should be cited for all DAO donations. Creating the vehicle for a donation based, non
profit wrapped grant DAO was no easy lift. This would not have been possible for all of those
that are included in this grant.
#33 Simple Vote - Change to voting and discussion time period
5/13/21
Multiple voting associates would like to change the time period to 5 days for discussion, 5 days
for informal voting, and 5 days for formal voting. If this proposal passes those time periods will
be changed
#141 Simple Vote - New associate onboarding procedure
7/12/21
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In light of the association requirements that the organization is facing we will forgo the initial
expectation of completing a full grant while we bolster our voting association numbers. I propose
that we minimize the requirements to include the minimum of an accepted grant, one reasonable
grant milestone completed, and then:
1. Contact OP and get verbal confirmation - upon 1st milestone completion
2. Briefly confirm they understand the process and commitment, and confirm they have
bandwidth
3. The proposed VA will submit a two to three sentence statement about their interest and
reason to be included in the VA.
4. Submit a simple vote for new VA
This will remain in place until a solution for the VA growth is in place, with the expectation that
we will return to the initial expectation (e.g. VAs get onboarded only if and when they have
completed their entire grant and commit to values of the DxD and indicate their willingness to
serve as a VA) when we are on track for associate growth.
#168 Simple Vote - DxD Admin Procedure to move Grants forward
7/26/21
Procedure before admin calls for a vote going forward:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Survey of grant priorities,
VA Discussion of top 5 proposals - protocol in writing,
VA give authority to admin to call for vote on top identified grant - in writing.
Evidence of 1-3 is made public before Admin executes and calls for the simple vote with
authority from VA community

#181 Simple Vote - Project Matterhorn
8/5/21
ETA Team and Casper Team negotiated a new Sponsor Agreement that fully replaces the old one
which is currently in place. It gives the ETA / DEVxDAO more independence but also brings the
burdens to split the current team.
Subsequently, a strict separation of the different roles, which the ETA core team currently has,
needs to be implemented. Therefore, Timothy Lewis, Wulf Kaal, Timothy Messer, Ari Lerner and
Gordon Einstein will resign from their current ETA board position and their respective current
roles as ETA executive roles. In return, they will become mainly responsible for the DEVxDAO
and will receive grant agreements for their services. These new agreements have more or less the
same terms as their current executive service agreements. They will all stay Voting Associates
with the DEVxDAO.
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On the other hand, Raphael Baumann will resign from his current role as Voting Associates and
will become President of the new ETA board of. Marco Aniballi and Luke Stokes will join
Raphael as board members. Marco Aniballi will remain responsible for the finance and will keep
its current executive service agreement.
Finally yet importantly, the Articles of the ETA will be made fit for the future and the future
growth of the whole organization. Please find the new Articles attached. Articles that are changed
are 15, 21, 24 and 26.

#191 Simple Vote - DEVxDAO Summit: Resolutions
8/19/21
I. On GRANT PRIORITIZATION:
Resolution:
Starting as soon as serviceable, the DEVxDAO’s weekly survey will be updated. In addition to
the grant number and title, the grant cost and the general grant type will be included in the
dropdown selection.
Starting in Q4 2021, the DEVxDAO will begin keeping track of critical data points in order to
raise awareness of our pattern of behaviors:
a. Amount
- Less than 25k Euro (Extra Small)
- Between 25k and 50k Euro (Small)
- Between 50k and 150k Euro (Medium)
- Between 150k and 500k Euro (Large)
- Greater than 500k Euro (Extra Large)
b. Category
- Engineering/software development
- Research
- Education
- Legal
- Communications
- Other
As soon as is serviceable, the weekly surveys should be handled on the portal, not through the
emails that we have been doing.
Starting in Q1 2022, the DEVxDAO will issue an RFP for the purpose of analyzing the critical
data points collected and identifying decentralization insights with regard to patterns, growth
(Gnomon), and analysis of outcomes

II. On INACTIVE VOTING ASSOCIATES:
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In order to qualify to be compensated for a given calendar month, a VA must have voted in at
least 70% of all formal votes in that calendar month.
III. On VOTING ASSOCIATE COMPENSATION:
During the last 7 days of each month, the VAs pass a simple vote to compensate the collective for
the previous month of work using the trading average of CSPR for the last 7 days (for the
purposes of gauging optics and anchoring to real-world expectations). Such compensation shall
be no more than 1.66% of the quarterly grant budget.
IV. On OUTSTANDING COMPENSATION COMMITMENTS:
Apply existing policy retroactively:
1. Identify people and reputation for May, June, July
2. Retroactively vote on budget for each month
3. Pay people who were VAs in May June July for the identified budgets for those months.
The DxD agrees to apply 1-3 retroactively for May, June, July.
The salaries for all VAs as of the date of this simple vote are paid according to this spreadsheet
which is incorporate into the this simple vote by reference:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SZ5hU4v3uJmJ8ybYlmEBst_EO6I7g4yn/edit#gid=719
256863.
Append sheet from Marco Aniballi- 3 sheets in google sheet with relative reputation scores Marco Aniballi to plug numbers with the maximum number of CSPR
V. On DECENTRALIZATION POLICY:
The Core Ideals of Decentralization:
1. Information from the edges of a given system
2. Universal access
3. No barriers to entry
4. Full transparency
The Application of Decentralization Principles in the DxD:
- DxD decentralization definition cannot undermine progress - aka decentralization as
applied in the DxD is improving the status quo of legacy systems in terms of
decentralization.
- It is important, for the purposes of discussing grant decisions, to distinguish between
funding an entity (principles of decentralized governance apply - funding enduring
centralization is not acceptable) vs. funding the product (only general decentralization
criteria/questions below apply)
- Criteria for Funding Products ("Product" here includes both functional research and
software, and encompassing both traditional products and processes): Decentralization
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Criteria/Questions that to be addressed for a given DxD decision. More positive answers
is better, but no questions are disqualifiers:
1. Can the DxD benefit from the end product ?
2. But for causation / Reasonably foreseeable the product will expand
decentralization?
3. Does the product improve on the state of the art in the given industry/product in
terms of decentralization?
4. Does the product come from an RFP (more decentralized by definition) or an
incoming proposals (more centralized by definition)?
5. Does the product target an ecosystem that currently only has proprietary version?
6. What is the total addressable market of the product? : Is this a product that has a
large use case? Does the use case affect a large number of people ?
7. Is the product a demonstrable improvement of existing product ?
8. Does the product build upon and/or cite to proposals already in the system?
9. Is the product modular or small?
-

Context: #8 and #9 are cited in the spirit of continuous deployment?

Criteria for funding entities:
1. Fulfilling principles of decentralized governance/MVPR?
2. Mandatory Decentralization in governance:
3. Models:
- License model - do what you want and make derivatives works (without funding)
- Grant Model - Getting grant from DxD to implement MVPR - condition to do it
“right” and DxD will define what the correct implementation of MVPR is.
- Delegation model - DxD is delegating core functions to other entity which must
be MVPR decentralized. When the DxD exercises its core function through its
governance with the help of other entities, those other entities are required to
adopt the same decentralization governance system as DxD, e.g. MVPR. (we
cannot abnegate our own decentralization by delegating to a centralized entity). This policy will be subject to an annual review (Fundamentally, as we get a better grasp
of what other governance models properly implement decentralized principles.)

VI. On GRANT PRIORITIZATION:
Resolution:
The initial articles of the DxD legal wrapper read as follows:
“Article 3 | Purpose: The purpose of the Association is to support open source and
transparent scientific research of emerging technologies for community building by way
of submitting grants to developers andscientistsin Switzerland and abroad. All research
results must be published under an open source license and may be freely used by
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anyone. The Association pursues neither profit nor self-help purposes and does not strive
for profit.”
The articles incompletely articulate the grant prioritization criteria for grants that the DxD
will apply.
The DxD applies the following criteria in order of priority to prioritize the approval of
grants:
- Projects that produce or support open source technology in support of
decentralization, including software
- Projects that produce or support open and transparent research in support of
decentralization
- The weekly survey that goes out to DxD VAs will include categories of
prioritized grants.
VII. On MENTOR POLICY:
Resolution:
Evangelization for the DxD, e.g. speaking at conferences etc., is covered by grants that
need to be approved by the VA collective on a case-to-case basis. Such word-spreading
and 'advertising' is explicitly separate from the terminology surrounding a mentor.
The DxD endorses the following policies in the context of the mentor:
- Mentorship for the DxD, e.g. talking to applicants to fill out the grant application
forms and overall helping vet incoming OPs.
- For grants applicants who are ending up in the grant application form, the form
covers the mentor hourly rate
- The mentor hourly rate is: Euro 150
- Pre-Grant Vetting - non-quantifiable VA engagement in mentorship/recruitment:
VAs vetting of potential grant applicants for grant applications, for a maximum of
10 grant applicants per month, receive a flat fee every end of the month (lockstep
with the overall VA salary payouts).
- The monthly flat fee is: Euro 1500
VIII. On MILESTONE PAYMENTS:
Resolution:
The DxD resolves that milestone payments will be made according to the following
criteria:
- Existing VAs can apply for advanced payment on a milestone of a given grant: A
requirement for advanced payment on a milestone is:
A. The VA writes the requirement of advanced payment on a given milestone
(provided it is not 100% of the given milestone) into the grant agreement,
provided this advanced payment on a given milestone is paid after the prior
milestone has been completed.
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B. if the grant agreement does not stipulate the advanced payment terms, the
respective VA is required to file a simple vote independently of the respective
grant in order to get an advance payment on a given milestone under that grant
In compliance with the existing VA onboarding policy (which demands that an OP has
fulfilled their first milestone to be considered via simple vote for VA status) OPs who are
not existing VAs are required to provide evidence of performance on their first milestone
before a payment on the milestone can be processed. This policy does not take effect
retroactively.
IX. On SYSTEM UPGRADES:
The DxD resolves as follows:
- The ETA is instructed to provide a full transparent soft real-time accounting in a
format specified by the VAs on a continuous basis.
- The ETA is instructed to honor the requested fiat to crypto proportions of grant
recipients' payout requests
X. On CODE REVIEW DAO:
Resolution:
The DxD resolves that the primary output of a code review should affirm the following
objectives:
- Documentation:
- Low level function documentation (Unit) Testing - Does the software do what is
advertised in the milestone
- Critical path test coverage
- At least one positive path test
- At least one negative path test
- Additional path tests are preferred (But not required)
- API endpoints require tests (if applicable)
- Coding standards
- Reasonable compliance with then evolving coding standards under the layer 1
solution chosen in the given grants
- License compliance checks: E.G.: Plagiarism/Attribution, Copyright violation etc
with regard to the MIT license.
Governance of CRDAO:
- In compliance with the DxD decentralization policy (Delegation), the CRDAO
adopts the MVPR to govern itself
- The modalities of governing itself under MVPR are left to the discretion of the
CRDAO, e.g. the DxD does not mandate a certain UX for the CRDAO for the
foreseeable future, provided that the core metrics of the MVPR are transparently
initiated.
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OP Characteristics:
- Code Review requires overlapping yet diverse skillsets
- OPs by necessity will need to represent a diverse set of skills and be responsible
for the agreed upon results by either
- OP as individual with required diverse skillset, or
- OP organizes a team of code reviewers with the required diversity of skillsets
Onboarding of OPs:
The 6 initial OPs of the CRDAO are:
1. David Tai
2. Ari Lerner
3. Michael Steuer
4. Muhammet Kara
5. Robert Carbone
6. Wulf Kaal (admin only)
The DxD herewith provides CRDAO to constitute itself with a mandate of providing
essential code review services to the DxD and govern itself according to the MVPR.
The DxD herewith provides the following guidance, which is subject to the
implementation at the discretion of the CRDAO:
- Does ‘done’ require a complete body of work that is not expected to change?
- If not, how much can the body of work be expected to change before it is
not considered ‘done’?
- Answer: This is not EXPLICITLY answered, but the implicit answer is
“Yes.” We should probably explicitly answer that.
- Does ‘done’ require that the body of work be tested by automated isolation/unit
tests?
If yes, are there standards on test cases or code coverage?
- Answer: We mandate one happy path and one negative path test for the
critical path. Answer is “yes”, and the standards are set.
- Does ‘done’ require that the body of work be tested by automated integration
tests?
- If yes, are there standards on test cases or code coverage?
- Answer: No.
- Does ‘done’ require that the body of work be tested by human quality engineers?
- If yes, how many engineers must sign off?
- Answer: Yes - that’s the CRDAO. How many is not really relevant.
- Does ‘done’ require that the body of work have UI acceptance, if applicable?
- If yes, are there reference designs to outline the UI’s requirements?
- Answer: No - this is not relevant.
XI. On DECENTRALIZING MVPR DEVELOPMENT:
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The DXD endeavors to decentralize the code development of its underlying governance
metrics (e.g.: The MVPR).
#196 Simple Vote - DEVxDAO standard Definition of Done for Software
8/23/21
After conversations at the Chicago Summit of August 2021, the following Definition of Done is
proposed for software:
- The software's critical functionality is proven by at least one test case demonstrating
successful completion.
- The software's critical functionality is enforced by at least one test case demonstrating
expected failure when pre-conditions are violated.
- The software's critical functions are documented by idiomatic low-level comment blocks
(ex: javadoc, rustdoc, godoc, etc).
- The software's external invocation layer (ex: API) adheres to idiomatic documentation
standards as set forth by the language being used to create that layer.
- The software is free of any known defects that compromise critical functionality.
- The software is not in violation of any terms of its license.
For the purposes of the above criteria, 'critical functionality' is defined as any abilities of the
software promised by a grant milestone's deliverables, be they explicit or implied by explicit
deliverables. For example, an explicit deliverable of being able to save a file implies the
deliverable of a method for the user to invoke the saving of a file. 'Critical functions' are defined
as any structured code (ex: classes, functions, types, etc) that is written to accomplish abilities
that qualify as 'critical functionality'.
Any software included in a project that meets these criteria shall be considered 'done'.
Explicit exemptions from this definition:
- Integration tests with other systems are not required for software to be considered 'done'.
- UI tests or user acceptance tests are not required for software to be considered 'done'.
The DxD may override this Definition of Done on a particular project to modify, shrink, expand,
or wholly replace the Definition of Done at its discretion. Such overrides are expected to be part
of the grant application that is approved by the collective. Failing any such overrides, this
Definition of Done shall apply.
This Definition of Done only applies to software grants. It explicitly does not apply to research,
translation, operation, or other classes of grants. Other Definitions of Done will need to be drafted
and approved for such grants.
#208 Simple Vote - DxD Submission and Payment Policy Update
9/1/21
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Submission Process
- When you have completed at least one milestone or active grant.
- In order to complete the payment process, please provide a SINGLE Invoice with each
milestone as a line item. The Line Item should include the following description content
for each line item (some of you will only have 1);
- Grant {##} {shortname}: Milestone {##}: EUR #,###.##
- Make sure the invoice is issued from the Name and Address you registered under KYC or it will not be paid. Please make sure that your invoice is delivered as a PDF (not
text/doc/docx/etc)
Resolution:
In the grant form, the DxD mandates the following information:
-

It is resolved that the DXD application form shall now include two milestone payment
fields
1. For Euro value to be disbursed in CSPR, and
2. For Euro value to be disbursed in USDC

Payment Policy
It is resolved that the DXD:
Henceforth, applicants are required to comply with the following invoicing process for the ETA:
-

On the invoice, applicants are required to specify the requested form of payment:
- CSPR
- USDC
- Combinations thereof (within reason)

-

Applicant provides wallet address on its own line (for ease of copying) for CSPR or
USDC (ETH) depending on payment method.

-

ETA will deny the payment request within 72 hours of receipt of invoice otherwise the
invoice is accepted.

-

For CSPR Payments, the ETA will broadcast on the DxD VA Telegram channel the
following information:
On every Friday morning (EST) the current week’s Casper exchange rate for all payments
made on that Friday is locked.

-

-

For USDC Payments that were clearly articulated in the grant application form
For OTC USDC payments, the full requested Euro value must be honored at spot so that
the grant holder is paid the Euro value in USDC agreed upon in the invoice
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-

All payments made on Fridays in CSPR and USDC are for invoices received and
accepted before midnight EST on Wednesday of that week.

-

We will reevaluate this resolution once the situation changes with our payment options.

#212 Simple Vote - Reputation Allocation for Incoming VAs
9/2/21
Issue: Incoming VAs need to become operational with sufficient reputation.
Resolution:
1. Give reputation only upfront equal to the reputation minting of an incoming VA for their
first grant, up to a maximum of 50 reputation. All other reputation minting for a given VA
follow the default solution of minting reputation at the end of a successfully completed
grant.
2. Switch the reputation minting and allocation in the DxD portal to allow for decimals in
reputation
#231 Simple Vote - Va 70% participation requirements
9/13/21
Proposal for simple vote on Va 70% participation requirements - 3 parameters are counted for
participation accounting in a given calendar month:
1. voting record for the calendar month
2. survey participation for the calendar month
3. VA call attendance for the calendar month.
The DxD Secretary will take attendance by checking Jitsi speaker statistics and report
accordingly.
Until an upgraded communication mechanism has been built and approved by the DxD, the VA
call attendance requirement is mandatory.
#262 Simple Vote - New VA Onboarding Process
9/27/21
Onboard new VAs officially at the end of the month (last week of the month), since they will be
working the following month. This allows the VA to have the opportunity to be in compliance
with the 70% participation in a reasonable manner.
Note: As a mitigation for legacy VAs being onboarded the DEVxDAO will lift the VA
Participation % requirement for the first month a VA becomes a VA, until this policy is fully
implemented.
#275 Simple Vote - Participation rate update for September 2021
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10/4/21
Under the existing DxD policy in simple vote #191, VAs must participate in 70% of the votes in
order to qualify for their monthly honoraria. The DxD resolves that for the month of September
2021 only, the required vote percentage participation will be lowered from 70% to 50%. This is
intended to work specifically with the data set that is available in order to be maximally fair to
our existing and new participants.
We further resolve to clarify the semantics that are unclear in this calculation in the month of
October in order to establish a more consistent and clear participation calculation, so we do not
have this situation reoccur.
#292 Simple Vote - Resolution for 70% VA Participation Calculations
10/18/21
This proposal seeks to formalize the calculations for the 70% VA participation requirement for
monthly VA salaries.
3 Parameters are counted for participation accounting in a given calendar month:
1. Voting record for the calendar month
2. Survey participation for the calendar month
3. VA call attendance for the calendar month
- These 3 parameters were proposed and passed in simple vote #231
The 3 parameters will be calculated as follows:
Voting record for the calendar month will be based on VA participation in all formal votes
for the calendar month
Survey participation for the calendar month will be calculated so that each individual
survey completed within the calendar month is equal to one formal vote.
- 1 Survey = 1 Formal Vote
VA call attendance for the calendar month will be calculated so that each individual VA
call within the calendar month is equal to one formal vote
- 1 VA Call = 1 Formal Vote
VA Participation % will combine all 3 parameters as a total, with each survey and call
acting as 1 formal vote:
-

All Formal Votes + All Completed Surveys + All VA Calls = 100% VA
Participation

#293 Simple Vote - ETA Articles of Association Amendment
10/18/21
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The DxD hereby resolves that the following additional language will be added to the Articles of
Association of the Emerging Technologies Association.
Article 7
- Adding new 12: Pass resolutions on the quarterly budgets of the Association.
Article 14
- Adding new sentence: The Board shall act within the quarterly budgets set by the
Association Assembly. In case the Board is unable to stay in line with these quarterly
budgets, the Board must convene an extraordinary Association Assembly to approve
expenses outside of a quarterly budget prior such expenses are incurred or engaged in.
Article 16
- Adding new h): draft quarterly budgets of the Association prior to the beginning of a
given quarter and submit quarterly budgets to the Association Assembly for approval
and/or changes before a given quarter starts.
#313 Simple Vote - CRDAO pricing for services
11/5/2021
The DxD hereby resolves with regards to paying CRDAO as a service provider DAO for code
reviews as follows:
1. The DxD will pay the CRDAO via the ETA for each code review delivered.
2. CRDAO payments will be processed as DxD admin grants.
3. The CRDAO payments for each milestone will be calculated as follows: the base price
is 6 % of the total value in the respective milestone or €1800, whichever is higher. (e.g.:
A milestone valued at €5000 will incur a cost of €1800, while a milestone valued at
€50000 will incur a cost of €3000.)
4. The €1800 minimum payment covers all services rendered by the CRDAO in the
context a. pass, b. pass with notes, or c. fail, but not in the context of d. direct fail.
5. A direct fail will result in a flat €750 charge.
6. The CRDAO will get paid monthly at the end of each month for code reviews
completed during that month.
7. The CRDAO will invoice their services on the 30th of each month for payment the
following Friday.
8. This pricing applies retroactively for CRDAO code reviews already performed but will
be revisited in February 2022.
Arrears:
As the CRDAO has been performing services for the DEVxDAO in advance of this
pricing agreement, there is a need to pay for work done to date. Pursuant to this, the
DEVxDAO further resolves:
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9. The CRDAO will submit a summary invoice for all code reviews done up to
10/31/2021 immediately upon acceptance of this policy as 'catch up' payments.
10. A known and non-exhaustive list of circumstances that would result in direct failure
determinations has been submitted to the DxDPM by the CRDAO as follows:
- Code repo unreachable
- Code repo is empty or partially uploaded
- Code repo has a significantly different project than what is expected based on the
milestone
- License missing, unacceptable or not matching the grant
- README.md file is missing or empty
- Build or installation requirements are not documented
- Build, installation or usage instructions are completely missing
- Documentation is completely missing or extremely sparse
- Missing Tests
11. The list of known circumstances which would result in a direct failure, as seen in
resolution 10 above, is provided only for guidance, and is non-binding. Hence, the
reviewer of a particular submission may choose to give (or not give) a direct failure
recommendation for a review, based on the entirety of the specific case.
12. Updates to the list of known circumstances which would result in a direct failure, as
seen in resolution 10 above, will be published by the CRDAO on the following URL:
https://github.com/CodeReviewDAO/dxd_codereview/blob/main/DIRECT-FAILURE-C
AUSES.md
#325 Simple Vote - Mentor Hour Payments Directive
11/08/2021
1. 'Service Provider Admins' cannot apply for mentor hours.
· Currently Tim Messer, Tim Lewis, Wulf Kaal, Gordon Einstein
2. Mentor hours will be paid the Friday after the second Wednesday of the month based on the
previous week's Euro to CSPR conversion Ratio.
Any Previous months will retroactively be treated as so using the previous months Friday
after the second Wednesday rate. for that month.
3. Mentor hours invoices will utilize the automated DxD payment system(not be individually
invoiced by VAs).
#336 Simple Vote - DxD RFP Portal
11/15/2021
The DxD Vas hereby resolve to adopt the following Request for Proposal (RFP) portal intake
criteria and flow:
RFP input fields:
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Type Of Job (Title of the job) - Text Input
Job Description (Detailed description of the job) - Text Input
Total Price for job (Total budget in Euros) - Decimal Input
Start Date & End Date (Start date must be greater than today+bidding period) - Date Input
Coding Language / Keywords (Coding language which will be used in the job, or related
keywords) - Text Input with dropdown
RFP flow:
1. RFP proponents submit RFPs proposal with all RFP input fields (see above) on the
anonymous RFP channel,
2. DxD decides internally what is uploaded on RFP portal with all RFP input fields(see
above)
3. Upon posting the RFP input fields (see above) on the DxD RFP portal, the respective
RFP post goes up on the portal immediately for a total of 6 weeks.
4. The RFP bidding process follows the following procedures:
a. Internal DxD VA Bidders bid on RFP (3 weeks as a right of first refusal for DxD VA
bids), if no takers,
b. the RFP will be opened to public bidding (for another 3 weeks - and a total of 6
weeks),
5. All public RFP bids are uploaded on a separate survey category for VA voting.
Winning bid after upvote gets into grant immediately
6. Winning RFP grant gets into marketing channels (if any).
Additional considerations:
1. All RFP posts and any and all bids are fully public and transparently displayed at the
end of the a. internal bidding period, and b. external bidding period.
2. Only RFP posts and bids that provide all required details on the RFP intake form can
be considered.
Further details regarding survey (point 5) above:
The survey process with gather all proposals and bids via API and convert these details into a
survey for users. The RFP survey will be a new type of survey for users to complete. Each user
will review the proposal details and the bids, then rank each bid in order from their favorite to
least favorite. Users will need to rank all bids before they may submit. Once submitted, points
will be given to each proposal based on their rank. These points will provide the final score to
determine the winning bid and the rank of all bids when aggregated from all user submissions
after the survey time expires. For example: if 10 bids are in the survey, every 1st place rank will
grant 10 points, a 3rd place rank will grant 8 points, and so on until a 10th place will grant 1
point.
#353 Simple Vote - Change survey and processing semantics
11/26/2021
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As the DEVxDAO has mostly worked its way through the backlog of grants as of 11/22/2021, the
semantics surrounding processing grants will change.
At current: A weekly survey is issued, and VAs are asked to vote on 10 grants they like and want
to see moved forward (an 'upvote') and also 10 grants they do not understand and would like to be
discussed and/or cleaned out (a 'downvote'). We currently do not have anywhere close to 20
unconsidered grants any more, so filling these surveys out in this way is impossible.
Henceforth: A weekly survey is issued, and VAs are asked to vote on 5 grants they are especially
excited about and want to see discussed with urgency (an 'upvote'). It is considered acceptable for
a VA to submit a blank survey, indicating they do not consider any grants urgent. Winning grants
will be discussed with priority. All other grants are expected to be discussed with equal priority
based on a first-in-first-out basis, using the grant number in the system as a guide for the queuing
order.
#356 Simple Vote - Clarification of assignments of grants to entities
12/01/2021
The DXD herewith resolves that the ETA board shall be entitled to accept assignments of grant
agreements from individuals to related entities. A template for such an assignment is attached.
The ETA shall make sure that the individual remains responsible for the Grant in his new capacity
as employee/ director/ shareholder / officer (whatever applicable).
#365 Simple Vote - Template for DxD VA Advanced Payment Application or DxD Grants
12/06/2021
The DxD resolves that the following template should be used from the date on which this simple
vote passes for all DxD VA applications regarding advanced payments on grants that were
approved by the DxD. Therefore, the DxD hereby endorses the following text which is to be used
by all VAS for all advanced payments. DxD VAs are mandated to provide the required
information in this template - without the required information, no advanced payments will be
processed:
"In compliance with existing DxD precedent (grant #165), the DxD hereby resolves and instructs
the ETA to make the following payment under the following terms:
- Amount: €[xx,xxx.xx]
- EUR Currency: [CSPR | EUR | USDC | other]
- Recipient: [____]
- Grant Number: [____]
- Milestone: #[____]
- Reason for advanced payment: [_____]
I [Advance request OP] herewith attest and confirm my understanding that the advanced
payment hereunder will be processed by the ETA on the next available payment
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processing day following the submission of this formally approved proposal to the ETA's
billing email address at finance@emergingte.ch with a subject line starting with
"Advance Payment".
#370 Simple Vote - ETA Auditor Selection - Grant Thorton
12/6/2021
Pursuant to point 11.b in the Casper Sponsor Agreement (viewable from #181 - Project
Matterhorn), the ETA must elect an independent auditor before 12/31/2021. As the ETA requests
and requires the consent of the DAO for major decisions that constitute large expenditures, the
DEVxDAO resolves the following.
1) One simple vote shall be submitted for each potential auditor (hereafter Auditor) under
consideration. These simple votes will include:
- The Auditor's name
- A PDF version of the Auditor's submitted quote to the ETA
2) All simple votes relating to independent auditor election will go to vote at the same
time.
3) VAs will vote with their reputation according to their preferences.
4) Any simple vote that fails to achieve quorum or fails either the informal or formal vote
process will be discarded, and the associated Auditor disqualified.
5) All simple votes that successfully pass the formal vote process will be compared. The
simple vote with the greatest amount of reputation staked FOR the vote will be
considered the winner and the associated Auditor elected. All other simple votes will be
discarded, and the associated Auditors disqualified.
The simple votes for this Auditor election period are: #370 (this one), #368 (Wadsack)
Auditor Name: Grant Thorton
#373 Simple Vote - RFP Portal DoS Fee Integration
12/08/2021
The DEVxDAO resolves that the RFP portal will use the ETA stripe and ETH account details for
DoS fee payments. The ETA is herewith instructed to release Stripe and ETH account information
and access to Ekontek to enable the setup.
#374 Simple Vote - DxD Forum
12/08/2021
The DxD resolves to move large portions of admin responsibilities to a Reddit Style Forum. This
measure is instituted to further increase the decentralization of the DxD through community
governance via the DxD Forum.
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Therefore, the DxD resolves herewith to upgrade its portal to include a Reddit style forum with
the following parameters:
- The DxD Forum takes center stage on the DxD portal and dominates portal layout and
user access points and becomes the user dashboard
- Any VA and any external person can start a general discussion about any topic on the
DxD Forum which will create a discussion thread for such discussion via a button "Start
New Topic Discussion"
- Admin will have minimal control over forum discussion threads but will be able to
remove inappropriate content after authorization via the Policy and Policing DAO (to be
created via DxD Summit on January 15, 2022)
- The DxD Forum enables anonymous or non-anonymous requests on any issue that
relates to DxD matters, including but not limited to any policy and/or policing issues, to
the Policy and Policing DAO. The DxD Forum also enables anonymous or
non-anonymous tips of nefarious conduct, to the Policy and Policing DAO.
- Each grant, simple vote, and admin vote will automatically start a discussion thread that
enables the deliberations on the merits and demerits of such grant, simple vote, and
admin vote before the vote
- The DxD Forum will allow comments on any discussion thread from both the public
and DxD VAs.
- Each VA on the DxD Forum and on any discussion thread will be visible with a star
next to the VA pseudonym. Inside the star, the respective reputation score of each DxD
will be visible.
- Non - VA Forum participants will have no star and no reputation score display.
- Automatic vote trigger: After 5 days in discussion (measured from the day it enters
discussion) in the DxD Forum, each grant vote, simple vote, admin vote will
automatically enter loosely coupled votes if 75% of the then-existing VAs have checked
the button at the bottom of each discussion thread that reads “I attest and certify that I
have read this grant and the entire body of comments in the threat. Based on my
knowledge of the facts stipulated therein, I am ready to vote on this particular matter.”
- VA Attestation: For grants, the grant can move forward to loosely-coupled voting after
75% of VA reading attestations are in but not until the compliance check is final. This is
not required for the other types of votes.
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- Issue Flagging: Each type of proposal on the DxD Forum that has triggered a discussion
thread can be flagged by any VA only. Flagging allows the DxD to get ready for voting
without triggering the vote prematurely. The flag exists to make sure that such identified
flagged issues get remedied and there is a hiatus in the system until the flag gets removed.
VAs and the public are able to comment on each flag to help resolve the flagged issue.
Any flag will reset the 75% VA attestation count and will require all VAs to click the
attestation button again after reading the resolution in a discussion thread for each flag.
- Forum Policing: The DxD Forum enables anonymous or non-anonymous requests (by
the public or VAs) on any material issue that relates to DxD matters, including but not
limited to any policy and/or policing issues, to the Policy and Policing DAO. The DxD
Forum also enables anonymous or non-anonymous tips (by the public or VAs) on
nefarious conduct, to the Policy and Policing DAO. The Policy and Policing DAO is
particularly tasked with resolving issues revolving around system abuses and nefarious
conduct, including but not limited to extended flagging and associated delays, among
other issues
#379 Simple Vote - Updated Template for DxD VA Advanced Payment Application or DxD Grants
12/09/2021
Simple vote #365 is herewith voided.
The DxD resolves that the following template should be used from the date on which this simple
vote passes for all DxD VA applications regarding advanced payments on grants that were
approved by the DxD. Therefore, the DxD hereby endorses the following text which is to be used
by all VAS for all advanced payments. DxD VAs are mandated to provide the required
information in this template - without the required information, no advanced payments will be
processed:
"In compliance with existing DxD precedent (grant #379), the DxD hereby resolves and instructs
the ETA to make the following payment under the following terms:
- Amount: €[xx,xxx.xx]
- EUR Currency: [CSPR | EUR | USDC | other]
- Recipient: [____]
- Grant Number: [____]
- Milestone: #[____]
- Reason for advanced payment: [_____]
I [Advance request OP] herewith attest and confirm my understanding that the advanced
payment hereunder will be processed by the ETA on the next available payment
processing day following the submission of this formally approved proposal to the ETA's
billing email address at finance@emergingte.ch with a subject line starting with
"Advance Payment".
#380 Simple Vote - DxD Operations Fiat Reserves
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12/13/2021
The DxD hereby resolves that the ETA shall maintain a fiat balance of 200,000 EUR in excess of
the ETA's own operational requirements, for DxD Operational expenses.
The ETA is instructed to implement this fund as soon as practical and maintain/top it up monthly.
#384 Simple Vote - Cancellation of #330
12/14/2021
The DxD hereby resolves to cancel and annul the vote in #330.
This will need to be done by @charlesledger on the portal to do a rollback of the formal voting to
let those who voted get back their reputation.
The DxD further directs the ETA to ignore the vote in #330 and not to make any payments based
on the cancelled and annulled vote in #330.

#391 Simple Vote - DxD RFPs for MVPR On-Chain Governance System on Casper
12/21/2021
The DxD herewith resolves to put the following RFPs on the DxD RFP portal for the buildout of
the DxD MVPR onchain governance system on Casper:
Grant #1 - Non-Transferrable Reputation with Minting Whitelist
RFP Input Fields:
Type of Job: Non-Transferrable Reputation with Minting Whitelist
Job Description:
Build a contract that does not support transfer but has burn and mint functionality
available from white listed contracts. Modify existing ERC20 library. Create whitelisting
system. Integration test whitelist system. Staking features and testing.
Total Price for Job: Euro 40,000.00
Job Start Date: January 30th, 2022
Job Completion Date: April 30th, 2022
Tag: Rust smart contracts

Grant #2 - Variable Repository
RFP Input Fields:
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Type of Job: Variable Repository
Job Description:
Build a contract that supports writes from white listed contracts only, its contents are
variables that influence voting, bidding, and other contracts. Take key value store and the
tutorials and modify as whitelist so only certain voting contracts can manipulate it.
Total Price for Job: Euro 20,000.00
Job Start Date: January 30th, 2022
Job Completion Date: April 30th, 2022
Tag: Rust smart contracts

Grant #3 - Basic Voting Contract
RFP Input Fields:
Type of Job: Basic Voting Contract
Job Description:
Build a contract that enables variable repositories which can be updated from one or more
whitelisted voting contracts. Voting contracts have a list of supported vote types that
have specific well defined on-chain actions that will update an associated variable or
reputation repository contract. Enumerate all the different types of votes and
functionality. Functionality for onboarding VAs, changing settings, offboarding people.
Start with current state and transform into multiple different states to be able to change it
throughout by comply with initial state. Minting reputation, redistributing reputation,
paying people etc. will all be covered. Use levels of abstraction to reuse different types of
code and extend the system. Use Rust crate with an experienced group.
Total Price for Job: Euro 90,000.00
Job Start Date: January 30th, 2022
Job Completion Date: April 30th, 2022
Tag: Rust smart contracts
Grant #4: Bid Escrow Contract
RFP Input Fields:
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Type of Job: Bid Escrow Contract
Job Description:
Build a contract that is used for the job approval vote type. A contract is deployed per
job approval vote after bidding is completed. The job proposers send tokens to this
contract address for this contract to hold. This contract whitelists a vote contract that will
control the completion of the transaction as well as take DAO fees. Fund contract and
allow specific voting contract to control the sending of the money. Distribution system
would be on the voting side. It would have the ability to send the tokens in the wallet to
multiple recipients. Voting engine would determine the split of the assets. Send to all the
people with reputation versus the person who did the job. Simple public airdrop contract
would need to be created on Casper.
Total Price for Job: Euro 20,000.00
Job Start Date: January 30th, 2022
Job Completion Date: April 30th, 2022
Tag: Rust smart contracts
Grant #5 - KYC Contract
RFP Input Fields:
Type of Job: KYC Contract
Job Description:
Build a contract that stores hashed KYC information associated with account addresses in
the system. This is for book keeping requirements to be used in the process of
onboarding job proposers and voting associates. Simpler version of variable depository
from grant #2.
Total Price for Job: Euro 10,000.00
Job Start Date: January 30th, 2022
Job Completion Date: April 30th, 2022
Tag: Rust smart contracts
Grant #6 - Make the Off Chain UX Work OnChain
Support for the on-chain contracts in the UX for the offchain version of the DAO
software
RFP Input Fields:
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Type of Job: UX buildout
Job Description:
Support for the on-chain contracts in the UX for the offchain version of the DAO
software.
Total Price for Job: Euro 20,000.00
Job Start Date: January 30th, 2022
Job Completion Date: April 30th, 2022
Tags: UX code
Grant #7 - DAO Datatype Analysis
RFP Input Fields:
Type of Job: Data Analysis and Specs
Job Description:
Analyze the data types and their uses for the DxD onchain transition
Total Price for Job: Euro 14,000.00
Job Start Date: January 30th, 2022
Job Completion Date: April 30th, 2022
Tags: Research
Grant #8 - Future DAO GAP Analysis
RFP Input Fields:
Type of Job: research on GAP analyses for future DAOs on-chain on Casper
Job Description:
Perform a GAP Analysis on missing features between the DAO software and other DAO
models to discover common features that we could add to the software.
Total Price for Job: Euro 20,000.00
Job Start Date: January 30th, 2022
Job Completion Date: April 30th, 2022
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Tags: Research
Grant #9 - DxD Database Transition On-Chain
RFP Input Fields:
Type of Job: Database transfer on-chain on Casper
Job Description:
Define data types and move all agreed upon data onchain on Casper. Take #3 grant smart
contracts - explore the usability and transition existing DxD database. Figure out which
transactions fail. Move everything working properly with redundancy. Testing for all
functionality. 2 engineers for 2 weeks full plus project management. Add 70 hours for
troubleshooting.
Total Price for Job: Euro 50,000.00
Job Start Date: April 30th, 2022
Job Completion Date: May 30th, 2022
Tags: Rust smart contracts
#399 Simple Vote - DxD Bug Bounty Program
1/1/2022
The DxD herewith resolves to establish the following Bug Bounty Program:
DEVxDAO Bug Bounty Program
Introduction
Through the Emerging Technology Association (ETA), the Developers Decentralized
Autonomous Organization (DEVxDAO) is working with various layer 1 blockchain protocols to
reduce the risks of security incidents within the blockchain space.
The DEVxDAO is establishing and running the DEVxDAO Bug Bounty Program. Everyone can
join the DEVxDAO Bug Bounty Program in order to help various layer 1 blockchain protocols
identify relevant security threats. The DEVxDAO Bug Bounty Program provides participation
rewards for catching and reporting bugs. The DEVxDAO calls on its community of developers
and all bug bounty hunters worldwide to help identify bugs in the various layer 1 blockchain
protocols, clients, ecosystem, tools, and libraries.
For the time being, the DEVxDAO Bug Bounty Program is limited to the Casper protocol. Others
will follow.
If an identified threat is upvoted by the community of core Casper developers/DEVxDAO
members, the DEVxDAO issues grants in FCFS (first come first served) format.
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The bounty program participants’ task is to test Casper’s protocol nodes, SDKs, and their
integration with the Casper Testnet and the Casper Mainnet. The DEVxDAO’s primary testing
location for the Casper blockchain is the DEVxDAO-led Casper Testnet.
The Explicit Scope of this Program is on:
Casper-Node
Casper Libraries
Casper Contracts (cep-47, cas-20)
For sensitive bugs (P0-P2), please utilize a private testnet using the python scripts in the
python repo to reproduce.
For the avoidance of doubt, prior public disclosure of a Casper vulnerability makes that
vulnerability ineligible for a bounty grant application.
The DEVxDAO appreciates bounty program participants’ efforts and hard work to make
the ecosystem more secure. The DEVxDAO looks forward to working with the developer
and researcher community to create a meaningful, equitable, decentralized, and
successful bug bounty program.
How you can earn a reward:
Security threat identification and resolution
Rules & Rewards: Incentivized Participation
DEVxDAO Bug Bounty program participants can earn CSPR grants by identifying
relevant threats to the DEVxDAO community. Rewards are contingent upon the upvote
and verification of the identified threat either through the DEVxDAO or another trusted
DAO chosen by the DEVxDAO who specializes in Casper security threats. The following
will apply to incentivized participation:
Anyone - regardless of origin or creed - will have a chance to earn, but not everyone is
guaranteed (nor is anyone entitled) to earn bounty rewards.
Bug Bounty program participants enhance their chances of upvotes for their identified threats,
taking into account several factors, including but not limited to the following:
Severity of the threat. The severity of the threat is a key factor for the Casper community
in rewarding bounty program participants. The higher the severity of the identified threat
the more likely the bounty grant will be upvoted. The severity can be calculated
according to the detailed below risk rating model based on Impact and Likelihood.
Bounty program participants can justify a higher grant amount by identifying the severity
of security risk via the OWASP risk rating model.
P0 - This category includes things such as inflation bugs, theft of funds, chain stopping
consensus failure, and mint attacks.
P1 - Unfair Transaction Prioritization, Stake Bleed-style attacks (unintended staking
reward optimization)
P2 - P0 or P1 with layered prerequisite
P3 - DDOS, DOS, Stake Denial
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Quality of description in the bounty grant application. The likelihood of upvotes increases with
clear and well-written submissions identifying the threats.
Quality of reproducibility. The higher the quality of reproduction, including test code, scripts, and
detailed instructions, the higher the likelihood of upvotes for the respectively identified security
threat.
Quality of fix, if included. Submissions with a clear description of how to fix the issue are more
likely to be upvoted. A solution is not necessarily required.
Anyone wishing to earn rewards will need to pass AML/KYC and register their Public Key as
part of their participation.
A wide range of bounties is available through the DEVxDAO Bug Bounty Program. While most
bounties will be lower than Euro 10,000.00, they can range into the millions of Euros. To provide
a simple illustration that may help bounty grant applicants:
The DEVxDAO may not pay a bounty grant for a simple DDOS of a node endpoint.
For a networking / node attack, bounties could range around Euro 25000.00.
For an identified consensus attack, bounties could range around Euro 100,000.00.
However, for mint attacks (someone could invoke the mint contract to access someone's
tokens, or mint themselves token) and/or if someone can find a vulnerability that would
enable them to steal millions of tokens, here’s an example, the bounty would be Euro
1,000000.00.
Depending on the nature of the identified threat and the associated bounty, some bounty
grant applications may need to be separated into multiple applications, depending on
context and total grant amount claimed.
Bug Bounty Program Code of Conduct
It is mandatory that all participants adhere to the Bounty Program Code of Conduct below.
Join the DEVxDAO Bug Bounty Program Telegram Group and be responsive to Admin
announcements.
Two general access points are available for the identification of possible bounties:
Identify your own security threat (that is not otherwise listed on the issue page) and report
to the DEVxDAO. Please contact bugbounty@devxdao.com with evidence of your
identified threat. Please describe the attack vectors. If the core team can reproduce the
attack and patches it, then the core development team will specify the severity. Thereafter
the grant application can be filed. The DEVxDAO community will then decide how
much the bounty should be.
Submit your issue as a RFP proposal on rfp.devxdao.com with the following prohibitions:
Issues that have already been submitted by another user or are already known to the
Protocol Team are not eligible for a bounty grant.
Public disclosure of a vulnerability prior to the patching of the vulnerability makes it
ineligible for a bounty grant.
Participation is entirely at your own risk and you agree to hold the ETA,the layer 1
protocol, the DEVxDAO, and their employees, officers, directors, paid consultants and
agents, harmless from any and all liability.
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Anyone who works with the codebase as a professional developer for the respective layer
1 protocol is not eligible for bug bounties.
All bounty projects shall be covered by the ETA’s applicable policies and terms and
conditions for the grant. They are incorporated herein by reference (see
https://www.emergingte.ch/policies/). Furthermore, by accepting the bounty project you
acknowledge and agree to become a program associate and to enter into the program
associate agreement with the ETA.
The receipt of any grant from the ETA is subject to the conclusion of a grant agreement
with the ETA.
Please note that the DEVxDAO Bug Bounty Program is implemented by the DEVxDAO
which provides grants through the ETA, a Swiss nonprofit association that supports
open-source and transparent scientific research of emerging technologies for community
building. Any rewards will be calculated and issued by the ETA.
#395 Simple Vote - DxD Policy on "follow-on admin grants"
12/28/2021
The DxD herewith resolves that any grant that requires additional hours of support from any
external domain expert will qualify for a follow-on admin grant. The purpose of said follow-on
admin grant is to compensate the respective external domain expert for their support services. The
follow-on admin grant can be filed either by the OP VA of the respective grant or a mentor VA of
the respective grant and will detail the following, including via attachments:
1. This simple vote number as a reference,
2. Number of affected grant in DxD repository,
3. Name of OP or Mentor filing the admin follow-on grant,
4. Name of external domain expert,
5. Evidence of hours worked in 10 min Increments,
6. Subject matter of work via short description,
7. Hourly rate,
8. Wire/wallet address.
9. Evidence of why the initial grant was unable to perform as expected in the initial grant
application without the external domain expert.
The DxD further resolves the following procedural steps that apply to admin follow-on grants;
- The Policy and Compliance DAO (to be created) will examine and pre-approve each of
the follow-on admin grants with a recommendation (up or down) before the DxD
deliberates and votes on the respective follow-on admin grant
#407 Simple Vote - Change Autostart Grant Formal Votes admin setting to YES
1/5/2022
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There is an admin setting called "Autostart Grant Formal Votes" that automatically moves grants
that have completed their informal votes to "Formal Voting Started." It does so based on 2
criteria:
1) The grant has its KYC complete
2) The grant has passed ETA compliance
Under these circumstances, a grant will be automatically moved to "Formal Voting Started" if the
"Autostart Grant Formal Votes" setting is "YES". If this setting is "NO", it will remain in queue
for a DxD admin to push it to formal voting manually.
Traditionally, this admin setting has been "YES", automatically moving forward salient grants
without the need for admin intervention. It was set to "NO" following the unintentional push to
formal of a proposal that the OP wanted withdrawn. As that situation has been resolved, it is
appropriate to set it back to "YES". The DxD therefore resolves to set this admin setting back to
"YES". This simple vote is lodged to provide documentation of the system semantics to the VAs
and provide them the chance for comment and response on this portal management matter.
#428 Simple Vote - Informal downvotes move to Formal
1/23/2022
Background: during the Startup Phase the DxD MVPR voting engine was configured to terminate
after an informal Downvote. The DxD herewith resolves to let all Informal Votes including
downvotes go to Formal Voting, since Informal Voting is meant to only be a sentiment vote, and
not result in a formal up or down vote. Correcting this behavior will bring the voting engine back
into compliance with the architecture adopted in Proposal #0
https://portal.devxdao.com/public-proposals/18, and the papers/publications linked therein.
#436 Simple Vote - Moving attestation level from 75% to 51% to begin the informal vote process
1/31/2022
Background:
The DxD had previously resolved in simple vote #374
(https://portal.devxdao.com/app/proposal/374) to move large parts of the DxD admin and other
functions to a Reddit style / Discourse forum. As part of #374, the DxD set the required
attestation percentage to 75% before a vote could move forward automatically. While the
Discourse Forum was not fully developed in January 2022, during the initial testing phase of the
Discourse Forum in January 2022, the quorum of 75% appeared to be less frequently achievable.
Resolution:
The DxD herewith resolves to move the attestation requirement as stipulated in #374 from 75% to
51%.
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The DxD further affirms and resolves herewith its ambition to move the 51% attestation
requirement herein to a higher percentage incrementally over time. Another simple vote will
revisit the 51% attestation requirement hereunder by December 30th 2022 at the latest.
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